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Eerie Art Made Easy
Foam from FloraCraft® is the quick, 

easy, affordable way to decorate 

your home for Halloween, inside 

and out. Start with foam sheets and 

a StyroCutter® to create the boo-tiful 

wall art here and the tombstone 

yard art on the cover. (Spiders and 

cobwebs are optional!)



Monster in a Box
‘Tis the season for surprises. Here’s a fun 

one: Paint a foam sheet black, then cut it 

into squares to form the sides and lid of a 

box. Cover much of the box with duct tape 

bearing “teeth marks.” Place your choice 

of monster inside, propping open the lid. 

(Ours is a boa-covered ball with googly 

eyes!)  Your guests will have to watch 

their fingers!



Creepy Coffin
Trace templates for the skeleton 

and the coffin onto a foam 

sheet. Cut out the shapes using 

a StyroCutter® Plus – it’s great 

for intricate designs like these. 

Spray paint the coffin parts 

brown, then add black lines 

to make them look weathered 

before gluing them together. 

Assemble the skeleton bones 

with craft sticks. Accent with 

moss and cobwebs. 



Simply Scary
Two super-easy projects: The cellar 

door (above) is cut from a foam sheet 

and painted, then placed atop a foam 

“hand” scratching to escape. The 

monster at left is a foam ball wrapped 

in a feather boa and embellished with 

hands, feet, wiggle eyes and chenille 

antennae. 



Fab Lab
Create your own mad scientist 

laboratory with a collection of 

mystic potions and other essential 

ingredients. Just trace various 

sizes of bottles and apothecary 

jars onto a foam sheet, cut them 

out, spray paint and decorate. 

Use black craft paper and chalk 

for labels.





Eye Candy
Decorate foam balls and discs with colored duct tape, ribbon and/or paint, and 

wrap them in cellophane to create a giant candy stash. The web wall art is cut out – 

carefully – from a foam sheet and painted black.



Flat-Out Fun
It appears this witch met an unfortunate 

end. At least her hat survived intact! Use 

a foam cone and disc to create the hat. 

Shape and duct-tape foam into the legs 

and shoes. Use felt for the flat body. 

Add hair and broom for extra effect.



Haunted Graveyard
Draw your gravestone shape(s) onto a 

foam sheet. (You might want to trace your 

outline onto paper first and then attach 

the paper to the foam sheet as a cutting 

template.) Don’t forget the base! Spray 

paint the foam, using different colors to 

create an aged effect. Use stencils to 

create lettering and designs. 



Witchy Wall Art
A sheet of foam from FloraCraft® is a 

wonderful blank canvas for all sorts of 

eye-catching wall art, from skeleton 

bones (left) to a witch’s silhouette. 

Just trace your designs onto a foam 

sheet and use a StyroCutter® Plus to 

achieve frighteningly fine detail. 

Best Ghoul friend
We created this ghoulish ghost by adding chenille 

arms to a foam cone and wrapping the whole thing 

in gauze. Many different cone sizes are available – 

consider creating a gathering of multiple ghosts as 

the centerpiece of your Halloween table.
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A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with foam from FloraCraft®! 

Join Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos 

with fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas 

there, as well as at www.makeitfuncrafts.com.

Make It: Fun this Halloween with foam and crafting tips from Floracraft®. 

Be sure to visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com for more money-saving, 

creativity-boosting craft projects – for this season, and every season!

Scan with your 
smart phone  
to view other 
Halloween ideas!




